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Regulation Recap: A Look At Scope
And Definitions In New EU Rules
Amanda Maxwell amanda.maxwell@informa.com

E

U institutions were busy in the first
half of 2016, meeting regularly to
thrash out an agreement over the
Medical Device Regulation and IVD Regulation. With the amendments to the European Commission’s original texts agreed
to by the EU Council and Parliament in
June, the second half of 2016 will see
formal agreements take place, as well as
legal and linguistic reviews, and the final
steps toward adoption of the two texts.
Adoption is expected by early 2017 under
the Maltese Presidency of the EU.
Much of the final political work will now
take place behind closed doors. While it

does, companies have sufficient certainty
to begin working on their plan of action
so they can remain competitively placed
in the future EU market. Those that delay
may be disadvantaged, especially because there are likely to be companies
lining up for notified body assessments
once the notified bodies have been redesignated under the new regulations.
The traditional EU summer break affords an opportunity to reflect on the
main points of what has been achieved
and what lies ahead.
But first a reminder: the Medical Device Regulation has a three-year transi-

tion period and is likely to fully apply
in early 2020, while the IVD Regulation
has a five-year transition period and is
likely to fully apply in early 2022. These
are the main dates to bear in mind, but
there a host of other dates that companies will need to know. They are different for the MDR and for the IVDR. And
there is also a specific set of dates surrounding identification, registration of
devices and traceability of devices, as
well as governance.
There are a host of changes that will
be brought about in the new regulations
compared with the current EU directives
governing device and IVD oversight.
And while the most far-reaching reforms
have made headline news, close reading of the new texts shows that there are
many additional details and changes to
bear in mind.
Here, Medtech Insight begins a review,
chapter by chapter, of the headline and
additional changes that are being introduced in both the Medical Device
Regulation (See Table 1 , p. 7) and the IVD
Regulation (See Table 2 , p. 7), starting with
the scope and definitions in both regulations, and giving some mention to the future regulation of software. Keep an eye
peeled for a look at additional sections of
the regulations in the weeks ahead.
Software
Medtech Insight notes that the regulation
of software is vastly more detailed in the
Continued on page 7
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testing.
8 US FDA’s Next-Gen Sequencing Guidances: One Stop On
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19 Adaptive Study Design OK For Single-Arm Trials, FDA
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21 11 New Biocompatibility Standards Recognized In US –
FDA has made changes to its list of recognized medtech
standards that sponsors can use to satisfy portions of
their device pre-market review submissions or meet other
requirements.
Compliance Corner
21 Medtronic Quality Expert Urges Use Of Problem
Statements When Investigating Device Failures,
And More – Problem statements written before failure
investigations occur can help device-makers organize
their thoughts, fix things right the first time and ensure
they aren’t barking up the wrong tree, a Medtronic quality
expert explains in this “Compliance Corner” feature. Also: a
Q&A on CAPA effectiveness checks and root cause.
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Angle; Cellnovo; Novacyt; Nanobiotix – A status update
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15 Guardant Looking Ahead To Insurers, FDA On Liquid
Biopsy – Guardant Health CEO Helmy Eltoukhy discusses
the firm getting the first US health insurance plan to cover
its Guardant360 liquid biopsy system, and its plans to gain
FDA approval as the agency moves to oversee laboratorydeveloped tests.
R&D
16 Merck To Work With AmoyDx On Colorectal Cancer Liquid
Biopsy Assay – Germany-based Merck will work to develop
the test based on AmoyDx’s real-time polymerase chain
reaction technology, with goals to launch in China in 2017.
17 Mercator Launches Trial Of Micro-Infusion Device
For Lower-Leg Obstruction – LIMBO-ATX will evaluate
adventitial delivery of dexamethasone after atherectomybased revascularizations of lesions below the knee were
noted in symptomatic patients with critical limb ischemia.
18 Singulex’ Cardiac Troponin Test Predicts Cardiac Risk In
Stable Patients – Results of from a new analysis of plasma
samples from an old statin trial suggest that Singulex’ highsensitivity cardiac troponin test can track the cardiovascular
risk in stable patients with ischemic heart disease.
People
18 James Mazzo To Head Carl Zeiss’ Ophthalmic Biz – US
ophthalmic industry veteran James Mazzo takes the helm
of Carl Zeiss Meditec’s revamped ophthalmology unit.
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New GSK-Verily JV Aims For Smart, “Grain Of Rice”
Neuromod Tech
Tina Tan tina.tan@informa.com

G

laxoSmithKline PLC and Verily
Life Sciences are to invest up to
£540m ($717m) over the next
seven years in Galvani Bioelectronics, a
new joint venture dedicated to breaching the next frontier in neuromodulation
technologies.
The joint venture is not GSK’s first foray
in this field; the drugs giant set-up a dedicated “bioelectronic medicines” division in
2012 and a year later, it invested $50m in
a dedicated bioelectronics VC fund, called
Action Potential Venture Capital. APVC
currently has six portfolio companies,
including SetPoint Medical, a California
company developing a neuromodulation
device for treating rheumatoid arthritis.
Galvani represents GSK’s first partnership with Verily, even though the two
companies have already been in dialogue
with each other “about a lot of different
topics,” Verily’s chief technology officer
Brian Otis told Medtech Insight.
“What’s striking about this [collaboration] is that what each partner is doing is
very complementary,” said Otis. GSK will
contribute its drug development expertise, understanding of disease biology and
know- how in getting clinical proof and evidence, whereas Verily will bring to the table
its expertise in miniaturization technology,
device development, as well as data analytics, the machine learning and software development. “It is an ideal combination.”
While certain segments of the neuromodulation field – such as spinal cord
stimulation for pain management and
deep brain stimulation for neurological
conditions – are well-established, there
remains a large untapped opportunity for
neurostimulation technologies in other
disease areas. Galvani will look at multiple
areas within inflammatory, metabolic and
endocrine disorders, including type 2
diabetes, where Verily already has existing product development collaborations
with DexCom Inc. and Sanofi .

medtech.pharmamedtechbi.com

The work Verily is doing in its Dexcom
and Sanofi partnerships not only sums up
what Verily is all about, but also underlines how the closed loop system Galvani

Galvani Bioelectronics
Owners: GSK (55%), Verily (45%).
President: Kris Famm (GSK’s vicepresident of bioelectronics R&D).
Board of directors: A sevenmember board that includes
Andrew Conrad (Verily’s CEO) and
chaired by Moncef Slaoui (GSK’s
vaccines chief ).
Headquarters: GSK’s global R&D
center in Stevenage, UK. Galvani
will also have a second research
hub at Verily’s facilities in South
San Francisco.
Employees: Initially around 30
scientists, engineers and clinicians. Additionally, Galvani will
fund and integrate a broad range
of collaborations with the parent
companies, academic centers,
and other R&D companies.
Why Galvani? The company is
named after Luigi Aloisio Galvani,
an 18th century Italian scientist,
physician and philosopher, who
was one of the first to explore
the field of bioelectricity. In 1780,
he made the pivotal discovery
that the muscles of a frog’s legs
twitched when he touched the
sciatic nerve with two pieces of
metal, leading him to propose the
theory of bioelectricity. Galvani’s
discovery, while disputed by many
of his peers, paved the way for the
modern study of electrophysiology and neuroscience – two fields
that are key to the development
of bioelectronic medicines.

is developing will differentiate itself from
the current generation of neuromodulation devices, according to Otis.
“We’re trying to leverage data in whatever format it takes. This can be physiological data, this can be electrical impulses in the nervous system; we extract
information and knowledge from that
data, then feed it back to the person to try
to improve outcomes. With Dexcom, we’re
doing this with continuous glucose monitors, and with Sanofi, we’re using data to
improve outcomes for people with diabetes. That is the approach we want to take
here with GSK,” he said.
“There are a couple of new things that
Galvani needs to do [to create novel neuromodulation technologies]: we need to
build much better maps of these neural
circuits to understand the differences in
how these signals propagate, what these
signals actually are for diseased people
and healthy people. If we can understand
that at a very precise level - and we’re talking about different parts of a peripheral
nerve system close to organs – then we
can have very precise targets and minimize or eliminate other side effects.
These signals would be observed and
interpreted in real-time – which is where
Verily’s expertise in data analytics come
in. “All the signal processing has to be
done in an extremely computationally
efficient manner to allow us to embed it
in a small implant. So this closed loop system is what makes Galvani’s technology
very different. We’re listening to the body,
looking at different signal parameters in
real time and deciding in real time what
we need to do to restore correct function.”
Otis also highlighted the importance
of incorporating “extreme miniaturization of electronics” in this new generation
of neuromodulation implants. “We want
these devices to be comparable in size to
a grain of rice. If we can make them extremely small, it will facilitate the surgical
August 8, 2016 | Medtech Insight | 5
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procedure and makes it less invasive and
broaden the patient population eligible
for the treatment,” he told Medtech Insight.
When asked what would technical obstacle Galvani might encounter in developing this new technology, Otis replied:
“There is one big challenge that we fight
with, that we are obsessed with, that we
work on every single day – it comes down
to power consumption.
“Anything we do – when we collect
data, compute data, transmit data, when
we provide therapy to a person, whether
it be something like peripheral nerve
stimulation from Galvani, or something

presented to a person through an app –
all of those things require power. Power
consumption determines how big your
battery needs to be, how long the devices
will last between charges,” said Otis, adding that these are problems that Verily
has been solving systematically since the
early days when it was working on things
like the smart contact lens program, now
licensed to Novartis’ Alcon unit.
As for when the first of these new devices from Galvani will get on the market,
Kris Famm, vice-president of bioelectronics R&D at GSK and head of this joint
venture, gave a timeline of around seven

years: “That’s our ambition. In the next
three years we are pushing to have designed our first-generation devices and
get our first clinical evidence. That give
us four more years and we should have
submitted our first product to regulatory
approval. This is an accelerated run of
course, compared with normal therapeutic development.”

The joint venture agreement is subject
to customary closing conditions, including antitrust approvals, and is expected
to close before the end of 2016.
Published online 08/02/2016

LabCorp Broadens Women’s Health Offering With
Sequenom Buy
Tina Tan tina.tan@informa.com

L

aboratory Corp. of America Holdings is acquiring noninvasive prenatal testing (NIPT) specialist Sequenom Inc. in
a $302m all-cash deal. LabCorp described the transaction
as “highly strategic,” enabling it to broaden out its test offerings
in women’s health and expand its geographic reach, among
other things.
Under the terms of the agreement, LabCorp would acquire
all outstanding shares of Sequenom in a cash tender offer for
$2.40 per share, equivalent to an equity value of $302m. Including Sequenom’s net debt, the offer price represents a total enterprise value of $371m. The deal is expected to close by the
end of the year.
Sequenom is a pioneer in NIPT, tests for detecting chromosomal abnormalities in the fetus using maternal blood samples.
It made its mark as the first laboratory to offer a clinically validated NIPT test, MaterniT 21, and has performed more than half
a million tests to date. Its portfolio currently includes four NIPT
tests, as well as products for preconception and prenatal carrier
screening, and a prenatal diagnostic.
However, the company has struggled for a long time in the
public markets. When it was first listed on Nasdaq in 2000, the
company’s shares were trading well above $100 per share, but
they quickly took a tumble and by 2002, the firm’s share price
had fallen to below $10. About a month prior to the announcement of the deal with LabCorp, Sequenom’s share price was
trading below $1 and closed at $0.85 per share on July 26.
In a conference call to discuss the deal and LabCorp’s Q2 2016
earnings, chairman and CEO Dave King said “the major challenges for Sequenom as a standalone entity have related to breadth
of test menu and scale. I think under [president and CEO] Dirk van
den Boom’s leadership in the last nine months, Sequenom has
6 | Medtech Insight | August 8, 2016

made significant improvements in technology and operations.”
By merging Sequenom’s offering with LabCorp’s existing
portfolio, this will address an existing need for a comprehensive
women’s health portfolio, King believes.
“There still is a need for broader reach into the OB/GYN office,” he told analysts. “There’s a need for reach in terms of
convenience of being able to order NIPT testing on one requisition form with the same orders as other women’s healthrelated testing.
“From an operational perspective, we think about several
opportunities to make this a success,” King continued. “Number one is just improving the laboratory operation and the efficiency of that operation, which, as you know, is something
we excel at. Number two is expanding the reach of their sales
force, which we think of very highly, and extending that into
the primary care and the OB/GYN market. And number three is
the comprehensiveness of the test menu and the opportunity
to create one point where physicians can order all of what they
need in women’s health and reproductive genetics.”
LabCorp would gain a further geographic reach from the acquisition, both domestically and internationally, as it benefits
from Sequenom’s existing licensing and commercial partnerships, particularly in the EU and the Asia-Pacific region.
LabCorp is not completely new to the NIPT market. It used to
offer Roche’s Harmony NIPT (gained through the Swiss firm’s acquisition of Ariosa Diagnostics). LabCorp then launched in 2014
its own prenatal test, InformaSeq, based on Illumina’s Verifi test.
Other smaller NIPT players to watch include Natera and Premaitha Health.
Published online 07/27/2016
© Informa UK Ltd 2016
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Continued from Page 1

Medical Devices Regulation and the IVD
Regulation than in the current medical
devices directives, with requirements for
software scattered throughout both regulations.
However, while software is mentioned
in the Chapter 1 of both regulations, it is
the recitals (recital 18a in the MDR and 10

in the IVDR) that summarize the top-level
regulatory positions.
Essentially, these recitals state:
• Software intended for a medical purpose (as set out in the IVD/medical
device definition) is an IVD/medical
device; and
• Software for general purposes, even
when used in a health-care setting,

or software intended for a lifestyle
or well-being application, does not
qualify as an IVD/medical device.
Also, qualification of software, either
as a device or accessory, is independent
of its location or type of connection between software and the device.
Published online 08/01/2016

Table 1

Scope and definitions: MDR
Chapter

MDR

Articles Significant changes
Areas where the scope has been
extended, which have drawn the
most interest so far include:

I

Scope and
definitions

1-3

Implantable/invasive products
without an intended medical purpose,
including certain aesthetic products
such as: dermal fillers; liposuction
equipment; some brain stimulation
devices (Article 1.1a -1c); and

Observations/Additional information
Scope also extended to include:
Products specifically intended for the cleaning, disinfection, or
sterilization of medical devices and devices for the purpose of control or
support of conception (2.1); and
Those devices that provide information by means of in vitro examination
of specimens, including organ, blood and tissue donations (2.1.1).
Chapter 1, Article 1.2.2 also contains a long list of 50 points concerning
definitions. There are many sub-points, meaning this is a very
comprehensive list for anyone needing to cross-reference terms.

Medical devices utilizing non-viable
human tissue or cell derivatives (1.5a).

When it comes to deciding whether a product falls within the scope of
the MDR, member-states retain responsibility on a case-by-case basis.
But the Commission may – on its own initiative or in response to a duly
The regulation also specifies that
software (see below) is considered an substantiated request from a member-state, in consultation with the
Medical Device Coordination Group – decide whether a product or
“active device” (1.2.4).
group of products falls under the MDR (Article 3.1-2a)
Table 2

Scope and definitions: IVDR
Chapter

MDR

Articles Significant changes
The scope of the IVD Regulation has been expanded
compared with the current medical device directives to apply
to performance studies, the equivalent in the IVD world of
clinical studies in the medical devices field (Article 1.1).

I

Scope and
definitions

1-3

medtech.pharmamedtechbi.com

Also, devices for self-testing now include products used
for testing services that are offered to laypersons through
information society services (Article 1.2.4). Information
society services are services provided at a distance by
electronic means and which are provided at the individual
request of the user.
When it comes to software, one of the recitals (10), plus
the Classification Criteria in Annex VII, state that software
intended to be used for one or more of the medical
purposes set out in the IVD definition is an IVD. Software for
general purposes, even when used in a health-care setting
or software intended or well-being applications, is not
qualified as an IVD. Also, qualification of software, either as
a device or accessory, is independent of its location or type
of connection between the software and the device.

Observations/Additional
information
A companion diagnostic is described as one that
identifies those patients most likely to benefit
from the corresponding medicinal product;
or those most likely to be at increased risk of
serious adverse reactions, whether used before
and/or during treatment (1.2.6).
Chapter 1, Article 1.2. contains a list of 58 points
concerning definitions. There are many subpoints, meaning this is a very comprehensive list
for anyone needing to cross-reference terms.
When it comes to deciding whether or not a
product falls within the scope of the IVDR, as with
the MDR, member-states retain responsibility on
a case-by-case basis. But the Commission may
– on its own initiative or at a duly substantiated
request of a member-state, in consultation with
the Medical Device Coordination Group, decide
whether a product or group of products falls
under the IVDR (Article 3.1-2a).
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US FDA’s Next-Gen Sequencing Guidances:
One Stop On A Pathway
Ferdous Al-Faruque danny.al-faruque@informa.com
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U

S FDA hopes its two recent draft-guidance documents
for companies developing next-generation sequencing
diagnostics will spur development of new NGS databases
and standards – the very tools that the guidance documents rely
on to outline a new regulatory paradigm for these assay types.
The agency issued a draft guideline earlier this month addressing how to employ standards to support regulatory approval of
germline NGS tests, and a separate document addressing how to
leverage databases to support approval standards such as clinical
validity without necessarily having to perform separate studies.
Elizabeth Mansfield, who heads personalized medicine activities
within FDA’s device center, acknowledges, however, that companies have slim pickings with regards to databases at the moment.
“What’s actually available in [public] databases now is probably
pretty limited, and so for most diseases not likely to be enough,
and they would probably have to supplement it with some additional information,” she added. “We hope that the guidance
concepts, and ultimately when the guidances are final, will spur
people to start putting this information into databases. We’ll have
to see if that happens.”
A significant portion of the research community wants databases such as NIH’s ClinVar,
which aggregates information on the relationship between human variations and phelisten
notypes, to be considered the ultimate NGS
Visit our website at
http://bit.ly/2aRiGkC
databases, according to John Sninsky, chief
to access the podcast.
scientific officer at CareDx Inc., which develops
molecular diagnostics tests for transplant recipients. But it is still early in the process, he acknowledged.
For now, Sninsky says there are – at the very least – dozens of
databases around the world that could be useful to sponsors of
NGS technology. The databases are typically supported by various professional organizations and disease advocacy groups
have become involved in helping to fund them.
Specific databases that could be useful to NGS developers,
Sninsky says, are the Leiden Open Variation Database (LOVD), DisGeNET, the Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man database, and
the BRCA databases at ARUP.
Mansfield echoed Sninsky’s sentiments. The FDA official said
that while there aren’t a lot of publicly accessible databases, there
are a lot of more private research databases geared toward specific diseases.
“I think a lot of these databases, like ClinVar, are really just sort
of starting to get rolling now, but people have to get in the mindset to contribute data to them,” Mansfield added. “What we hope
is that in response to our guidance and in response to what a lot
of the community is calling for, is that more people start to put in-

FDA Seeks Efficient Routes
A primary goal of the draft guidances is to provide options
for sponsors to minimize the new data that needs to be
collected and submitted to FDA to support new tests, according to the agency.
“What we’re proposing could be possible with this particular intended use for the inheritable genetic diseases,
is that they could be classified into class II,” FDA’s Elizabeth
Mansfield said. “They currently have no classification, so
that would be a de novo classification.”
She added that if the agency determined it didn’t need to
look at a pre-market submission to ensure the safety and
effectiveness of an NGS test, the sponsor wouldn’t have to
come to FDA at all for certain intended uses.
“Now that would take some doing,” Mansfield said. “We’re
not sure we could find safety and effectiveness without
looking at the pre-market submission,” Mansfield clarified.
The agency is also looking at possible ways to streamline
the PMA process for NGS tests that are ultimately classified
as high risk. “What we don’t know or have fully explored
yet is, under the law, are we required to do certain things
for high-risk tests?” Mansfield said. “And it’s not exactly
clear how, if it was a high-risk test, we would use the PMA
process, or we could use the PMA process in a more efficient manner. We’re looking into that but it takes a while
to figure these things out.”

© Informa UK Ltd 2016
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formation into these databases so that they become more useful.”
While not a database itself, FDA has been touting its PrecisionFDA
platform for researchers to share databases and information to
help validate NGS tests. The platform is maintained by a Californiabased cloud server company called DNAnexus Inc., which helps
other companies that are developing NGS technology, including
CareDx, for off-premise standardized computational analysis.
Focus On Data Quality
The draft guidance documents comes about three years after
FDA first approved an NGS test, with the 2013 de novo classification of Illumina Inc.’s MiSeqDx instrument and 510(k) clearance
to cystic fibrosis assays. Since then, the agency has engaged in
in-depth discussions with stakeholders on a range of issues, including the development of databases to support NGS approvals.
“These aren’t just FDA guidelines, these are the community’s
guidelines seen through the eyes of the FDA,” CareDx’s Sninsky
said. “CareDx and others really are partners in this process, and
what’s best for industry is for those people who understand what
needs to get done both technically and operationally to weigh in
on these things.”
Mitchell Nelles, CareDx chief operating officer, says the real value
of the NGS database guidance is that while the agency and professional societies have come up with guidelines and standards,
the guidance shows sponsors how they can validate their product
through those standards and guidelines using databases.
“They gave some ideas about various controls and some other
minimal things that you have to do for best practices [in the NGS
standards guidance],” he said. “So there’s value there that if you
have one of those databases you can figure out a path to becoming an officially sanctioned process.”
As new databases become available to researchers developing
NGS tests, it will be important see information in the databases
that provides confidence in the quality of the data.
“One thing nice about ClinVar is, they begin to present information in terms of quality of the evidence: how many people have
recognized it, how many people interpret it in the various four
or five ways that people have observed it being disruptive, likely
disruptive, et cetera,” he said. “I think ClinVar is going to be among
the better databases.”
Jeff Allen, CEO of the influential advocacy group Friends of
Cancer Research, agrees that ClinVar is among the most rapidly
growing databases and would probably be at the top of the list
for any researcher to validate an NGS test. He says with the database guidance, FDA is telling stakeholders the factors and the scientific rationale that the agency wants to have considered when
databases are set up.
“I think all of this is very positive because … at the end of the
day, we wouldn’t want, after all of the time and resources [the
goes] into developing any given dataset, to find ourselves in a position in the future where the research community, or developers,
or the FDA is saying, ‘Well, I wish we would have thought of these
three things when we were setting up this database so it would
have been more useful in the regulatory context,’” Allen added.
medtech.pharmamedtechbi.com

“I think a lot of these databases ...
are really just sort of starting to get
rolling now, but people have to get
in the mindset to contribute data
to them” - FDA’s Mansfield

Society Guidelines, Standards And
Reimbursement
FDA is not the first to enter the fray with NGS recommendations.
Professional societies, including the American College of Medical
Genetics and Genomics (ACMG), the Association of Molecular Pathologists (AMP), the College of American Pathologists (CAP) and
the American Society of Histocompatibility and Immunogenetics
(ASHI), have all issued guidelines in recent years.
It’s important for NGS developers to look at the society guidelines in conjunction with the FDA documents, according to
CareDx’s Nelles. That will help manufactures better argue their
scientific rationale to FDA, especially because the agency doesn’t
cover every minor detail of a product’s development, he said.
Still, more will be needed, according to FDA’s Mansfield. While
she acknowledges the guidelines developed by organizations
such as CAP and ACMG, FDA emphasizes the importance of standards developed by standards-development organizations to
help validate NGS tests.
“What’s out there are recommendations, and some of them are
very good, but they aren’t standards,” she said. “Most of them have
been developed for laboratories and they address laboratory processes, certain things that go on in the laboratory. But generally, they
don’t completely address how you would design a test and how you
would then develop it. We think they are probably not comprehensive enough to fill what we would need for regulatory purposes.”
Nonetheless, Mansfield says the agency consulted many of the
professional organizations that have developed NGS guidelines
in developing the draft guidance documents. “We didn’t try to reinvent the wheel, we looked at what people were already doing,”
she said.
Meanwhile, the existing professional-society guidelines are
also important for supporting reimbursement, a topic that diagnostics stakeholders believe needs more attention by the Obama
administration.
The FDA draft guidances were spurred on by President Obama’s
Precision Medicine Initiative. The documents came in conjunction with a White House announcement that it was injecting $55
million into the PMI to kickstart an effort to collect genetic data
from a million Americans. But there was no equal attention paid
to reimbursement policies.
“The Obama administration is right to focus resources on developing and aggregating data, and streamlining regulation for
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NGS tests,” said Edward Abrahams, president of the Personalized
Medicine Coalition. “But unless ongoing efforts to demonstrate
the value of personalized medicine to patients and the health
system are supplemented by public policies that encourage its
advancement, progress will be slower than we would like.”
Sninsky points out guidelines from professional organizations
could give manufacturers a leg up when they are looking to get
reimbursed.
“When payers, including CMS, begin to think about reimbursement they obviously take a very close look at the professional societies recommendations,” he said. “They can’t unilaterally decide what
should get reimbursed, so they look to the practice of medicine professional societies for how they should think about these things.”
Somatic Mutations Are Next FDA Priority
FDA’s draft guidances have so far received positive feedback from
industry and clinical research stakeholders. Allen, from Friends
of Cancer Research, says the guidances are a good starting point

and will likely serve as stepping stones for future related documents. The current draft guidances are focused on assays for
germline, or inheritable, diseases. There is also strong interest in
guidance targeting NGS tests for somatic mutations, which has
important relevance to cancer, Allen said.
In fact, FDA’s Mansfield says an NGS guidance for somatic mutations is a near next priority for the agency, but first, she says, it
needs to review comments on the current documents and finalize them.
She noted that FDA decided to first issue the NGS guidances on
germline mutations because the agency believed it understood
the genetics fairly well and it was easier to draw general principles from the topic.
“We would certainly be interested in moving into the somatic
NGS space because that’s an area that’s already in fairly common
use,” she added. “Then there are other, probably less-used, intended uses that might require a guidance with a slightly different focus. Our plan is to actually cover the bases, but we needed

LDTs Purposefully Omitted
One topic that is absent from FDA’s two draft guidance documents on next-generation sequencing issued earlier this
month is the agency’s pending laboratory-developed test
oversight framework.
FDA says it plans to finalize its guidance document establishing
the framework sometime this year. Historically, FDA has used
its discretion not to actively regulate LDTs – lab tests developed
and performed in the same laboratory. But the framework
would change that, phasing in pre-market and post-market
oversight over time based on risk.
The plan remains highly controversial among the laboratory
community. And that the NGS draft guidance documents do
mention the LDT issue troubles some in that lab space.
David Flannery, medical director at the American College of
Medical Genetics and Genomics, said he’s concerned the NGS
guidances will hurt the LDT industry. He supports a distinct
oversight regime for labs.
“The major concern is that the majority of NGS tests are LDTs,
and we feel that LDTs are not devices and should be regulated
by a hybrid model with CLIA enhancement and modernization,” Flannery said.
Mitchell Nelles, from transplant diagnostics firm CareDx, said
FDA’s decision to not address LDTs in the NGS document
could cause confusion in the LDT community.
“I think there could be some confusion by laboratory testdevelopers that the NGS guidance is the only thing that
pertains to them and, in fact, this bypasses and gives them a
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way around the laboratory-developed test guidance,” he said.
“I don’t believe that’s the FDA’s intent, so that’s a place where
companies need to understand this is one stepping stone
toward that, but if you’re a laboratory-developed test manufacturer who uses NGS to provide their content results, this by
itself is not sufficient to get FDA clearance.”
Instead, he said FDA needs to make it clear to the labs that if
the LDT guidance is finalized, the NGS guidances should be
looked at parallel to that guidance.
Nelles noted that during FDA’s open meetings in recent years
on NGS, the agency was explicit in its introductory comments
that it was not entertaining questions on LDTs, and wanted to
keep the matter of LDTs and NGS separate.
“They just didn’t want the LDT debate to enter into the NGS
guidance, so they could keep that really clean and crisp,
which I think they have to a large degree,” he added. “There
was no upside for anybody to link those two directly even
though they are part of the same overall process, at least for
those companies impacted by LDT guidance.”
FDA’s Elizabeth Mansfield confirmed Nelles’ comments stating
the NGS guidances avoided touching the issue of LDTs, and
that they are “completely agnostic” to who develops a test.
“It’s our belief that an NGS test developed by a traditional
manufacturer and one developed by the lab should not have
different principles of design, development and validation,”
Mansfield said. “I think this guidance when it’s finalized will
simply talk about this type of test without regard to whether
it’s from a traditional manufacturer or from a lab.”
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to start with a single, large intended use that is fairly well understood in order to draw the principles.”
Mansfield says she wants it to be clear to manufacturers that
these guidance documents are only drafts and are likely to see a
lot of updates and changes before being finalized. For now, she
encourages stakeholders to take the opportunity to submit their
comments on the documents.
“We would really be very pleased if people who think the
guidances got something wrong or missed something, or put in
something that’s not important, if they’d let us know through the

comment process so we can put out a final guidance that meets
the needs of the stakeholders,” she said.
Both guidances are open for public comment on under dockets
FDA-2016-D-1270-0001 and FDA-2016-D-1233-0001 until Oct. 6.
On July 27, FDA is also holding back-to-back webinars to follow
up on the NGS draft guidances to delve into the issues of technical and regulatory aspects of the guidances, and their implications for patients and providers.
Published online 07/26/2016

Manufacturer Doesn’t Expect Zika Blood-Screening
Test Shortage
Elizabeth Orr elizabeth.orr@informa.com

T

he manufacturer of the only Zika
blood screening test on the US
market doesn’t expect mandatory
Zika virus screening at Miami-area blood
banks to cause any short-term Zika test
shortages.
Hologic Inc. co-developed the Procleix
Zika, which runs on the Procleis Panther
system, with Grifols SA. FDA cleared the
Zika assay in June via an investigational
new drug (IND) exemption, making it the
first and only test on the market with an
indication for screening donated blood.
“We believe we can meet near-term demand with available supply on hand,” said
Tom West, president of diagnostic solutions at Hologic. “Although we can’t predict what might happen over the course
of the summer, we are prepared to ramp
up production and supply as needed.”

What’s New
Online?

When the Procleix Zika assay won FDA
approval, Hologic announced plans to
put the test into immediate use at Red
Cross centers and other major blood
banks in areas where Zika outbreaks were
expected.
The increased focus on blood screening
follows a July 28 announcement that four
people in Miami contacted the disease
via mosquito bite, representing the first
established cases of non-travel-related
Zika virus within the continental US. In
response, FDA asked blood donation centers in Miami-Dade and Broward counties
to temporarily suspend operations until
they were prepared to test all blood samples for Zika or had pathogen-inactivation
technology in place. The agency further
recommended that adjacent and nearby
counties take the same precautions.

“The FDA continues to support those
regions of the United States at risk of local mosquito-borne Zika transmission
that have already started screening their
blood supply for Zika virus, and encourages other areas at high risk to begin
doing so,” biologics center director Peter
Marks.
FDA says it will work with manufacturers of IND-cleared Zika assays to help
meet any increased testing demands.
The agency has also granted emergency-use authorizations to four assays to
help diagnosis Zika, but not for blooddonation screening. Those include tests
from the US Centers for Disease Control,
Hologic, altona Diagnostics GMBH and
Focus Diagnostics Inc.
Published online 08/01/2016
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Small-Cap Recap: Fiscal 2016 Spells Sea Change For Angle;
Cellnovo; Novacyt; Nanobiotix
Tina Tan tina.tan@informa.com

A

ngle PLC has become a fullyfledged commercial entity after
having closed the first sales of its
Parsortix circulating tumor cell harvesting
system to clinical research customers in
fiscal 2016. The firm recorded revenue of
£0.36m ($0.48m) for the year ended April
30, 2016, compared to no revenue from
the previous fiscal year. The majority of
this revenue is attributed to sales of the instrument, although the company expects
repeat revenue from sales of the disposable cassettes – on which the blood sample is placed – to build up and be more significant over time, said finance director Ian
Griffiths. Angle also expects to develop a
revenue-stream from annual service fees,
which would be roughly 10% of the revenue of the instrument, added Griffiths.
But while the AIM-listed company has
gained in its top-line, its heavier operating expenses have weighed-down the
bottom-line. Net loss widened from
£3.89m in fiscal 2015 to £5.09m in fiscal 2016. Angle said it had increased its
investment in studies to develop and
validate the clinical application and commercial use of Parsortix during the year,
resulting in operating costs of £5.7m (vs
£3.9m in fiscal 2015). As the firm now “enters a heavy-lifting phase” with two major
trials running in Europe and the US for
Parsortix’s lead clinical indication, ovarian
cancer, and a study to gain US FDA clearance for the instrument, Angle’s cash burn
rate is anticipated to increase to from its
historical range of £450,000-500,000 a
month to £650,000-700,000, Griffiths estimated. He maintained though that this is
not a long-term increase in cash burn and
is for the duration of this particular phase.
CEO Andrew Newland confirmed that
the company is in a strong cash position,
having raised £10.2m in May to add to the
£3.8m it had at the end of April. He told
Medtech Insight that the funds should be
enough to take Angle beyond two years.
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“That is enough time for us to get ramp
on the sales that we have started making
and we expect to see those growing.
“And these are very profitable sales,”
Newland continued. “Even with some introductory discount, we are seeing about
70% margins. So that two-year-plus period is enough for [us to get through] the
ovarian clinical studies and FDA clearance
and it would put us in a completely different place. As the clinical sales kick in, there
isn’t any foreseen need to raise money. That
said, we are working on prostate and breast
cancer and there may well be other development opportunities which would be
separately considered. But within the context of our business now, we have the funding we need to execute our business plan.
The CEO also pointed out that fiscal
2016 had been a transformative year for
Angle in terms of the body of published
evidence that is now available to back
Parsortix. “At the beginning of this year,
we didn’t have any peer-reviewed scientific publications on our technology.
We now have three peer-reviewed publications in leading journals, written by
leading independent cancer centers on
their use of this system. We’ve also had 10
posters produced at leading cancer conferences…so we have this increasing momentum at conferences. Leading players
in cancer have heard of us and they come
to our stand. It’s a bit of a sea change.”
Another company gaining momentum is Cellnovo Group, developer of a
mobile-enabled diabetes management
system that incorporates an insulin patch
pump with a handheld blood glucose meter. The company’s sales in the six months
ended June 30, 2016, increased by over
ten-fold to nearly €0.75m ($0.84m) due
to the growth in the number of patients
using the Cellnovo diabetes management
system now compared to the same period
a year ago. However, when comparing figures on a quarterly basis revenue declined

by 27% to around €0.32m in Q2 2016 (vs
€0.44m, Q2 2015). The firm attributed this
decrease to its decision to limit the number of new patients who received the system’s durable starter kits, as a way of ensuring that its existing production facility
would be able to provide consumables for
both new and existing Cellnovo patients.
Cellnovo, listed on Euronext in Paris, said
it is reaching maximum production capacity for the consumable element of the
system, but this issue would be resolve
once the company completes its plan to
move into full scale mass manufacturing.
The firm enlisted Flextronics Medical as
a contract manufacturing partner last year
to help with automating Cellnovo’s current production process; the new facility,
which should be ready in the second half
of 2016, is expected to increase production by seven-fold, Cellnovo CEO Sophie
Baratte had told Medtech Insight.
As of June 30, 2016, Cellnovo had a cash
position of €16.1m.
Cancer and infectious disease diagnostics firm Novacyt SA reported group sales
had increased 5% to €5m in the six months
ended June 30, 2016, thanks to growth in
sales of Novaprep, its automated liquidbased cytology platform which comprise a
proprietary sample collection vial containing a cellular preservative and a speciallydesigned cap to maintain the integrity of
the sample. Novaprep may have only accounted for €0.85m of total revenue, but
sales of the technology showed the biggest increase, jumping 36% over H1 2015.
Sales of the product did particularly well in
international markets (+57%) and Asia-Pacific (+101%), where Novacyt just enlisted
MDL Asia to take charge of distribution in
that region earlier this year.
Novacyt’s recently acquired business,
Primerdesign, a UK firm specializing in
real-time PCR kits, reagents and instrumentation, also contributed €0.98m to
the company’s half-year top-line.
© Informa UK Ltd 2016
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On the other hand, Novacyt’s Lab21
molecular diagnostics business – which
offers assays for infectious diseases and
cancer – has not been faring as well (the
current Novacyt was created when UKbased Lab21 combined with France’s
Novacyt in May 2014). Ongoing tender
delays and challenging emerging market conditions have led to Lab21 sales
dropping by a reported 24% to €3.1m.
Alternext-listed Novacyt said no business
has been lost so far and it “remains confident it will receive these outstanding tenders but cannot forecast when.”
The firm also said it was evaluating options for a dual market listing to help it
increase stock liquidity and gain more access to capital. It expects to announce its
plans in the second half of this year.
Unlike the above companies, Nanobiotix
is still in the pre-product revenue stage.
However, the company, whose NanoXray nanoparticle-based technology is
designed to increase the effectiveness of
radiotherapy, received a windfall from its
Taiwanese partner PharmaEngine, who is

Financial results for the 3 or 6 months ended June 30, 2016
Company
Angle
Cellnovo

Nanobiotix

Novacyte

Period

Net
% change, Net income/ Previous net
revenue* reported
(loss)
income /(loss)

FY**

£0.36

N/A

(£5.09)

(£3.89)

Q2

€0.32

-27

N/A

N/A

H1

€0.75

+1001

N/A

N/A

Q2

€0.94

+1927

N/A

N/A

H1

€0.98

+954

N/A

N/A

H1

€5.0

+5

N/A

N/A

*In millions, unless otherwise stated.
** Angle’s fiscal year 2016 ended April 30, 2016.

licensed to develop and commercialize
NanoXray in the Asia-Pacific region. In Q2
2016, Euronext-listed Nanobiotix recorded revenue of €0.94m from licensing fees.
The lion’s share of this revenue came from
a milestone payment from PharmaEngine,
triggered by the first patient undergoing
treatment in Nanobiotix’ soft tissue sarcoma pivotal trial in a hospital in Asia.

Nanobiotix is currently assessing NanoXray for six different cancers, of which
soft tissue sarcoma and head and neck
cancer are its two most advanced clinical
programs. The company expects to get a
CE mark for NanoXray for soft tissue sarcoma by the end of this year.
Published online 08/1/2016
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Alere Hit With Another Federal Subpoena,
Casting More Doubt On Abbott Deal
Reed Miller reed.miller@informa.com

A

lere Inc. announced late on July
27 that it received a subpoena
from the US Justice Department
for records related to Federal health-care
program billings as far back as 2010.
The announcement is the latest in a
string of difficulties that may jeopardize
Abbott Laboratories Inc.’s planned
$5.8bn acquisition of the diagnostics
company.
This latest DoJ subpoena, addressed
to Alere Toxicology and dated July 1,
sought records related to Medicare,
Medicaid and Tricare billings dating
back to 2010 for patient samples tested
at Alere’s Austin, Texas, pain-management laboratory. Alere says it is cooperating with the investigation and that
it believes “the matters to which the
subpoena relates are not material,” as
these billings that are under scrutiny accounted for less than 1% of Alere’s total
revenue.
The stock market apparently does not
agree that the subpoena is immaterial.
When Alere announced the subpoena just
20 minutes before the markets closed on
July 27, Alere shares were trading at $44.02
on the New York Stock Exchange. Following the announcement, the share price
dropped rapidly and closed at $31.60, suggesting that Wall Street is afraid that Abbott may eventually back out of the proposed acquisition. The share price plunge
hacked off around $1.1bn from Alere’s
market cap in about 20 minutes.
Analysts also remained noncommittal on how they thought this situation
might pan out for Alere. In a July 28
note, Goldman Sachs analyst Kathleen
McMahon wrote, “Given the velocity of
negative news flow over the past several
months, [we are lowering] our six-month
price target to $48 (from $56) based on
updated fundamental multiples.”
Goldman Sachs has not changed to
the merger and acquisition “valuation
14 | Medtech Insight | August 8, 2016

framework” for Alere, and “we take no
view on the outcome of the DoJ investigation and no view on the pending
acquisition by Abbott.” On the same
day, Jefferies analyst Raj Denhoy wrote,
“The outcome of the DoJ’s investigation
into the issue, both in terms of time and
penalties, is unknowable. Previous fines
in the industry have varied considerably
and the particular issues in Alere’s case
aren’t known. Our understanding is that

nounced that another subsidiary, Arriva
Medical LLC, was being investigated by
the US Attorney for the Middle District of
Tennessee for possible improper claims
submitted to Medicare and Medicaid.
Abbott agreed to acquire Alere in February, citing Alere’s strong point-of-care
testing portfolio as justification for paying a 50% premium over Alere’s previous
closing price. But in April, Alere revealed
that Abbott had tried to back out of the

The latest subpoena seeks records
related to Medicare, Medicaid and
Tricare billings dating back to 2010
for patient samples tested at Alere’s
Austin, Texas, pain-management
laboratory.
resolution of the issue is not a condition
for the deal to close.”
Alere was already under federal investigation before this latest announcement. On March 11, the Massachusetts
company announced it was cooperating with a grand jury subpoena from
the Justice Department seeking documents related to deals with distributors, and foreign governmental officials
in Africa, Asia and Latin America that
might violate the US Foreign Corrupt
Practices Act.
In December 2014, Alere and its subsidiary Avee Laboratories Inc. received
subpoenas from the US Attorney for the
District of New Jersey seeking marketing
materials and other documents related
to billing and marketing practices for
toxicology testing. In 2015, Alere also an-

acquisition agreement, and was particularly concerned that Alere still had not
filed its 2015 Form 10-K. Alere rejected
Abbott’s offer to terminate the deal, and
has repeatedly promised to file the 10-K
pending the outcome of internal investigations. Alere did announce, however,
that it has uncovered “misstatements”
in the records of certain sales in African
markets.
During its July 14 earnings call, Abbott
CEO Miles White said the status of the
planned acquisition had not changed,
but that Alere has not responded to all
of Abbott’s requests for past records that
Abbott would like to audit before completing the deal. “We’re just in a waiting
situation here,” White said.
Published online 07/28/2016
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Guardant Looking Ahead To Insurers, FDA On Liquid Biopsy
Ferdous Al-Faruque danny.al-faruque@informa.com

LDT Regulations ‘A Net Positive’
Meanwhile, FDA recently approved its first liquid biopsy test,
Roche’s cobas EFGR-mutation assay, as a companion diagnostic
to the lung cancer drug Tarceva (erlotinib). The test to detect epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) genetic mutations is touted
as a safer alternative to tissue biopsies and, according to Roche, is
likely to help spur accelerated development of new cancer drugs.
medtech.pharmamedtechbi.com
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L

iquid biopsy, which promises to replace tissue biopsies with
blood tests during cancer care, is beginning to accelerate
from the research bench to the clinic in the US. And, with
that, comes the prying eyes of regulators and payers.
Guardant Health Inc. is one company at the forefront of this
shift for the closely watched technology. Earlier in July, its Guardant360 secured coverage from its first US health plan, Michigan-based Priority Health. The company says to its knowledge
this is the first time any liquid biopsy test has received coverage
from a US plan.
Helmy Eltoukhy, CEO of the Redwood City, Calif., firm, tells
Medtech Insight that Guardant is now working to get dozens
of other payers onboard, while in parallel working to get US
FDA approval of the product, currently marketed as a lab-developed test.
The Guardant360 liquid biopsy test is intended to analyze somatic tumor alterations from circulating tumor-DNA in patients
with cancer to help oncologists figure out the best course of
treatment and determine if the treatment is working.
When thinking about reimbursement strategy, Eltoukhy says manufacturers need to ask
themselves if their product helps improve clinical outcomes while reducing cost. In the case
listen
of Guardant360, the company says the test
Listen to our interview
prevents invasive biopsies that are often very
with Eltoukhy at
http://bit.ly/2az9V9I
costly to payers and in many cases aren’t a viable option for vulnerable patients.
Key evidence that supported Priority Health’s new policy, according to Eltoukhy, were the results of a survey that showed the
payer would save thousands of dollars spent on tissue biopsies
for lung cancer patients, and that the assay would be saving patients from taking unnecessary risks.
“Many patients aren’t even at the standard of care dictated by
[the National Comprehensive Cancer Network] guidelines, because of lack of access to genomic information,” said Eltoukhy.
“It turns out in lung cancer … only 50%-60% of patients have
a genotype for two of the most common genomic markers for
that disease, so many patients are left in the dark right now and
being put on blind cytotoxic treatments, rather than appropriate targeted therapies.”
That was the argument that worked for Health Priority, and
Guardant hopes for other payers as well.

The firm says its Guardant360 liquid biopsy system
may be the first to receive coverage from a payer.

“Manufacturers need to
ask themselves if their product
helps improve clinical outcomes
while reducing costs, “ says
Helmy Eltoukhy, CEO of
Guardant Health Inc.

Eltoukhy touts Guardant360 too will help spur development of
new cancer treatments.
Like Roche, Guardant has also filed for an approval from
FDA for its system. While the test is already on the market as a
laboratory-developed test (LDT), the company decided it was
prudent to file with FDA as the agency is gearing up to actively
regulate LDTs.
While there has been significant pushback against FDA’s plans,
Eltoukhy says Guardant is embracing the move as an inevitable
development.
“I think a higher bar for LDTs will be a net positive because the
bar is fairly low,” he said. “There are a lot of LDTs out there that
have a varying degree of quality and very varying degrees of utility that they provide.
“But if there’s a higher bar early on and companies learn that
eventually one way or another they’re going to have to invest
in thoroughly costly studies to show clinical validity and clinical
utility, then it’ll make the process easier for everyone down the
road,” he added.
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For Guardant, it’s not only a matter of staying ahead of the
curve on FDA’s LDT regulatory regime, but also the fact that it is
working with several drug manufacturers to bring their tests to
market as companion diagnostics.
Eltoukhy says LDT developers need to come to terms with
the fact the health-care landscape has changed, and clinical
development costs are based more on proving clinical utility
and cost savings.
Eltoukhy says that under the current system, health plans are
bombarded with different tests that have not proven themselves, and physicians are getting inundated with pitches from
sales representatives touting the benefits of their tests without providing a lot of supporting data. He also says companies
need to be careful to not presume that large amounts of information output from their test automatically increases the utility of the product.
As the cost of sequencing the human genome continues to
drop closer and closer to $1,000, understanding what the genetic
variants mean for diagnosing diseases will be critical to LDT developers, he emphasizes.
Future Of Guardant
Currently, Guardant360 is not meant to be a diagnostic tool, but
rather a test to help physicians determine the right course of
treatment, Eltoukhy emphasizes.

“We don’t see it replacing that initial tissue biopsy for quite a
while, but basically we are replacing everything else that comes
after that initial diagnosis,” he said.
Eltoukhy notes that cancer treatments often work for a few
months, and sometimes for up to a year, but it is important for
patients to keep getting retested to determine how the cancer
has evolved and best treatment options.
“What we call this is adaptive management of disease,” he said.
“Right now, the way that disease in cancer is managed is, we do that
initial diagnostic biopsy and then we use that information for the rest
of the patient’s life, even though the cancer may have changed. [But]
now we can keep coming back in and seeing what the cancer looks
like today, and make the best decision based on available therapies.”
The holy grail of liquid biopsy technology is to be able to detect
tumor DNA in the blood to support earlier diagnoses. On that end,
Guardant has partnered with academic centers around the globe
in a multi-arm, multi-site clinical trial called Lunar. Eltoukhy says the
firm is working to try use the underlying technology of Guardant360
to help detect early signs of breast, ovarian, pancreatic, colorectal
and lung cancers using tests costing several hundred dollars.
The company is also developing more sensitive versions of
Guardant360 targeting cancer survivors to annually test for potential recurrence.
Published online 07/29/2016
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Merck To Work With AmoyDx On Colorectal
Cancer Liquid Biopsy Assay
Reed Miller reed.miller@informa.com

M

erck KGAA is teaming up with
Xiamen, China-based Amoy
Diagnostics Co. Ltd. to develop and commercialize a new liquidbiopsy RAS biomarker for metastatic
colorectal cancer based on Amoy’s ADxSuperARMS real-time polymerase chain
reaction technology.
The companies expect to launch the
new assay in China in 2017, and then expand it to Argentina, India, Mexico, Taiwan,
Hong Kong, Brazil, and Russia by 2019. The
firms hope to submit the assay for CE mark
in 2016 and run a concordance study in
Europe to verify the accuracy of the test
against existing tissue-based methods.
ADx-SuperARMS, which stands for
AmoyDx-super-amplification-refractory
16 | Medtech Insight | August 8, 2016

mutation system, is a specific genemutation analysis system and is one of
the technologies recommended by the
China Pathology Quality Control Center’s Consensus Group for KRAS Gene
Mutation Detection in Colorectal Carcinoma. It detects mutations in blood
samples with as little as 0.2% mutant
DNA within wild-type genomic DNA,
according to Amoy. The RAS biomarker
assay provides results within two-hours,
and Amoy has already validated it on
several common PCR platforms for assessing important cancer-related mutations and gene signatures, according to
the company.
Results from recent trials, such as the
TAILOR trial in China, support the efficacy

of targeted drug-therapies such as cetuximab (Erbitux) in cancer patients with the
RAS wild-type gene, so identifying RAS
biomarkers in patients with metastatic
colorectal cancer assists in making timely
treatment decisions for these patients, according to Merck.
“China is a key market for us, and our
collaboration with Amoy will support our
goal of improving care for patients with
metastatic colorectal cancer, by providing access to state-of-the-art, reliable and
accurate testing technology to enable a
higher standard of care in China,” Merck’s
biopharma chief marketing and strategy
officer, Rehan Verjee, said.
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Mercator Launches Trial Of Micro-Infusion Device For
Lower-Leg Obstruction
Reed Miller reed.miller@informa.com
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T

he first patients in the LIMBO-ATX pilot trial of Mercator MedSystems Inc.’s Bullfrog micro-infusion device
for the treatment of critical limb ischemia have been
enrolled in North Carolina and Texas, Mercator announced
July 27.
The trial, planned for 120 patients, is a prospective, 30-center, randomized pilot study of localized adventitial delivery of
dexamethasone, an anti-inflammatory corticosteroid, following atherectomy of lesions in arteries below the knee in patients with symptomatic critical limb ischemia.
Bullfrog is a catheter-delivered device with a balloon and an
injector needle on the opposite side oriented perpendicular
to the vessel wall so it can inject therapeutic agents directly
into adventitial tissues. As the Bullfrog is navigated into position, the balloon stays closed to protect the injection needle.
When the needle is pointed at the injection site, the operator inflates the balloon with saline and radio-opaque contrast,
which pushes the needle through the vessel wall and into the
adventitial tissue while holding the system in place. The pressure in the balloon is only two atmospheres, so it does not
cause trauma to the vessel wall. The system is compatible with
0.014 inch guide wires and 5-to-7 French introducer sheaths,
and suitable for vessels 2-to-8 mm in diameter.
Bullfrog earned a CE mark in 2013 and earned a 510(k) from
US FDA in March 2016 for the infusion of diagnostic and therapeutic agents that are indicated for delivery into the vessel wall
or perivascular area, and the infusion of diagnostic and therapeutic agents intraluminally.
FDA approved the LIMBO-ATX trial design under an Investigational New Drug application.
The LIMBO-ATX trial will compare atherectomy revascularization plus a 4 mg/mL preparation of dexamethasone sodium
phosphate injection with the Bullfrog device to atherectomy
with or without a stent with no additional drug intervention.
All of the patients randomized into the trial will have chronic
critical limb ischemia in the target limb from the popliteal artery to the ankle joint prior to the study procedure with Rutherford Category 4, 5 or 6, indicating severe claudication, and
possibly pain at rest, or even ischemic ulceration.
The trial’s primary endpoints are freedom from major adverse limb events up to six months post-procedure, freedom
from clinically driven target lesion revascularization out to
six months, a composite of freedom from adverse events including death, major adverse limb events, major unplanned
amputation, or clinically driven target lesion revascularization
within six months, and transverse-view vessel area loss percentage of the target lesion at the six month follow-up angi-

Mercator’s Bullfrog Micro-Injection Device

ography or prior to any revascularization of the target lesion
before six months.
The company says the six-month results from the DANCE Pilot
trial, a 30-patient pilot trial of Bullfrog in above-the-knee patients, suggest that perivascular dexamethasone treatment may
improve outcomes after angioplasty in the femoral or popliteal
arteries. The potential for Bullfrog to treat critical limb ischemia
is also supported by the early results from a larger 285-patient
DANCE trial, Mercator says.
Mercator is also sponsoring a randomized 120-patient trial
in Germany called LIMBO-PTA, evaluating dexamethasone
delivery with Bullfrog combined with angioplasty in patients
with critical limb ischemia caused by lesions in arteries below
the knee.
Mercator, a spinoff from the University of California–Berkeley, is also developing the Blowfish device, which is similar to
Bullfrog except it is designed to be delivered with a bronchoscope through the tracheobronchial tree, and deliver drugs to
the bronchial tissue, including the bronchial adventitia. FDA
cleared Blowfish in 2013.
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Singulex’ Cardiac Troponin Test Predicts Cardiac
Risk In Stable Patients
Reed Miller reed.miller@informa.com

S

ingulex Inc.’s SMC (Single Molecule Counting) cardiac troponin
test can successfully track the risk
of worsening cardiovascular disease in
stable patients with recent acute coronary syndrome, results of a new study
show.
Marc Bonaca of Harvard Medical
School, and colleagues in the TIMI Study
Group at Brigham And Women’s Hospital in Boston used the SMC technology
to assess cardiac troponin levels in 4,162
blood-plasma samples stored from the
PROVE IT-TIMI 22, a trial of statin drugs
that was completed 12 years ago.
“Our findings support the potential
broadening of a paradigm from viewing
cardiac troponin solely as a transiently
elevated diagnostic marker in the setting
of acute injury to also using the information as a marker of ongoing heightened
cardiovascular risk,” Bonaca et. al. con-

clude. “This knowledge is particularly
relevant in stable patients with ischemic
heart disease, among whom there may
be opportunities for more intensive preventive therapy.”
The SMC test has a limit of detection of
0.0002 nanograms/milliliter, and a 99th
percentile reference limit of 0.009ng/
ml. The primary endpoint of the study
was the composite of cardiovascular
death or heart failure and the efficacy of
intensive versus moderate statin therapy was stratified by cardiac troponin at
30 days post-acute syndrome.
Results of the TIMI Study Group’s analysis, published as a research letter in the
July 19 Journal of the American College
of Cardiology, show a gradient of risk
for cardiovascular death or developing
heart failure across cardiac troponin concentrations. This risk-gradient appeared
even in patients with cardiac troponin

concentrations under 9 picograms/milliliter. Patients with cardiac troponin levels over 9pg/mL had a 3.5% reduction in
their one-month risk of cardiovascular
death or heart failure when treated with
intensive therapy. Patients with cardiac
troponin levels above 9pg/mL had only
a 0.44% risk of cardiovascular death or
heart failure over the next month if they
maintained intensive statin therapy, the
authors point out.
Singulex’ SMC technology is currently only available via CLIA clinical-lab
services, but the company is developing it for its Sgx Clarity IVD platform,
currently under evaluation in Europe.
Singulex expects Sgx Clarity to earn a
CE Mark in early 2017 and the company
says it will file for US FDA clearance
soon thereafter.
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James Mazzo To Head Carl Zeiss’ Ophthalmic Biz
Tina Tan tina.tan@informa.com

C

arl Zeiss Meditec AG has appointed James Mazzo, former
head of Advanced Medical Optics and one-time chairman of US trade
association AdvaMed, global president
of its newly consolidated ophthalmology
business unit.
Mazzo brings more than 35 years’
ophthalmic experience to the German
firm, which claims to have the broadest line of diagnostic and surgical products industry. He will oversee a business unit that generated around 78% of
Carl Zeiss Meditec’s fiscal 2014/15 revenue of €1.04bn. With his background,
Mazzo should be very familiar with the
products offered by the business unit –
medical lasers and diagnostic systems,
as well as surgical equipment, intraocu-
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lar lenses, and consumables for cataract
and retinal surgery.
Carl Zeiss Meditec’s latest recruit spent
more than 20 years leading Allergan
Inc.’s North American and European
eye-care organizations. He led the public spinoff of Advanced Medical Optics
as Chairman/CEO; at the time Abbott
acquired AMO in 2009, the latter was
the number three eye-care company behind Alcon Inc. and Bausch & Lomb Inc.
Mazzo left Abbott in 2013 and shifted his
attention to smaller companies, such as
AcuFocus Inc. where he was executive
chair and CEO, and Neurotech, where he
was executive chair.
James Mazzo, Global President,
Ophthalmology, Carl Zeiss Meditec AG
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Adaptive Study Design OK For Single-Arm Trials, FDA Says
Elizabeth Orr elizabeth.orr@informa.com

U

S FDA followed industry recommendations in a newly finalized
guidance document on adaptive
clinical trial design to clarify that midstream modification to ongoing trials may
be appropriate for some single-arm trials.
Adaptive trial designs are those which
let the sponsor modify an ongoing trial
as data accumulates “without undermining the study’s integrity and validity,”
the guidance states. For example, a trial
might be designed to collect data until a
specific number of events have occurred,
rather than for a set amount of time.
The final guidance follows a May 2015
draft version. While industry said it generally appreciated the flexibility and cost
savings offered by the adaptive approach,
comments from trade group AdvaMed
pointed out that the draft didn’t include
language clearly allowing the modification
of single-arm studies.The final version addresses that concern by adding examples
referring to one-arm trials.
The final version was also altered to
note that the risk of operational bias can
be reduced by pre-specifying all possible
changes while the trial is being designed,
responding to another industry concern.
And, as requested in comments from AstraZeneca PLC, the final version notes
that adaptive trials may need to be longer
or have a larger maximum sample size
than those without adaptive design.
The final version also adds two more
examples of adaptive design than were
offered in the draft, and expands details
on the examples provided.
Cost, Efficiency Benefits
Predicted
FDA believes adaptive trial designs offers
many benefits, chief among them saving time, money and resources for the
trial sponsor. For example, a multi-arm
trial could drop one arm if incoming data
shows that treatment isn’t working. And
an adaptive approach called “samplesize reassessment” would let sponsors
add more participants to an underpow-
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Adaptive design “allows for mid-course correction in
trials where there is a treatment effect that is meaningful
but smaller than originally anticipated,” FDA says.

ered trial that seems likely to fail. The approach “allows for mid-course correction
in trials where there is a treatment effect
that is meaningful but smaller than originally anticipated,” the guidance states.
The guidance also notes the possible
patient-protection benefits, as adaptive
design may allow researchers give enrolled patients the more effective treatment. And the approach could ease the
transition between pre-market and postmarket data-gathering, FDA says. For
example, a manufacturer could submit
a marketing application based on successful short-term data that relegated
continued follow-up to the post-market
period. The agency believes this would
let new devices reach patients faster.
In addition, adaptive designs can sometimes be used to eliminate the need for a
feasibility study by allowing uncertainties
to be addressed during the pivotal trial.
But the guidance also highlights
some challenges and risks linked to
adaptive design. For example, such
studies require more effort at the trialdesign stage, and can introduce statis-

tical or operational bias if adjustments
are made incorrectly.
Any possible modifications should
usually be described in the trial protocol
before the study launches, the guidance
states. However, it also notes that modifications to the study design made after
the study begins may be scientifically
valid if they are made by those without
knowledge of treatment outcomes.
The guidance further includes technical
details about designing a statistically valid
adaptive trial, such as proper sample-size
adjustment using Bayesian statistical tactics, and tips on the kind of adaptations
that can be made using unblinded data.
It also addresses who should manage
the adaptations, including, perhaps, the
Data Monitoring Committee, which monitors patient safety, or an independent
statistician or contract research institution.
But “once the DMC has access to coded or
unblinded outcomes, such recommendations can imperil the scientific integrity of
the study,” the guidance states.
Published online 07/28/2016
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FDA Moves Real-World Evidence Paradigm
Forward With Draft Guidance
Ferdous Al-Faruque danny.al-faruque@informa.com

U

S FDA issued a draft guidance
July 27 that the agency hopes
will spur use of real-world evidence (RWE) and real-world data (RWD).
The guidelines, on how the agency
plans to incorporate RWD into regulatory decision-making, comes as FDA has
been championing the use of evidence
sources such as registries to support premarket and post-market device oversight. Meanwhile, the device industry
has questioned the agency’s emphasis
on real-world evidence (RWE).
“By recognizing the value of RWE as an
important contributing factor for understanding and regulating medical devices,
we hope to encourage medical device
researchers, manufacturers, physicians,
hospitals and other stakeholders to learn
more from routine clinical care than we
do today,” states the guidance. “FDA will
use the criteria described in this guidance
to help determine if RWD data sources are
of sufficient quality to potentially generate valid scientific evidence.”
The draft guidance defines RWD as
data collected outside of traditional
clinical trials, including from pragmatic
clinical trials, registries, case reports
and electronic health records. RWE is
defined as the evidence derived from
the aggregation and analysis of RWD. It
provides a glossary of terms to sponsors
developing strategies to submit applications for their products to the agency
based on RWD.
FDA has framed real-word data as a
tool for better tracking post-market device safety and effectiveness, and as a
means to reduce pre-market clinical data
burdens by relying on post-market data.
However, the agency repeatedly states
in the draft guidance that it is not lowering its regulatory standards based on the
use of RWD.
“This guidance should not be interpreted to convey that FDA is changing
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the evidentiary standards used in regulatory decision-making; rather, this guidance describes the circumstances under
which RWD may be used in different FDA
contexts based on the existing evidentiary standards,” FDA said.
During ongoing Medical Device User
Fee IV negotiations, industry has pushed
back against FDA’s plan to increase user

defining RWE, the agency cautions there
may be inherent biases sponsors should
look out for, especially when conducting retrospective analyses; companies
will need to submit plans for prospective
studies, the draft guidance states.
“[R]etrospective analysis of RWD may
have some inherent bias that could limit its value as RWE (e.g., the inability to

“FDA will use the criteria described in
this guidance to help determine if RWD
[real-world data] data sources are of
sufficient quality to potentially generate
valid scientific evidence,” the agency says.
fees to fund use of RWE efforts as part of
the planned National Evaluation System
for Health Technology (NEST), which the
new draft guidance suggests is being
implemented.
FDA officials have said that they would
like to kick-start NEST by funding a coordinating center, but commitments from
industry and/or Congress for longerterm financial support will be necessary.
“FDA has … issued plans for and has
begun implementation of a national
evaluation system that leverages RWD to
more quickly identify safety problems, to
better understand the benefit-risk profile
of devices used in clinical care, and to reduce the time and cost of evidence generation to inform FDA premarket approval and clearance,” the guidance states.
Sponsors considering using RWD to
meet FDA’s data submission requirements to support regulatory decisions
should employ the agency’s pre-submission process, according to FDA. In

draw causal inferences between medical
device exposure and outcome),” said the
agency. “Therefore, at a minimum, a prospective analysis plan is needed and, in
some circumstances, a prospective trial
or a traditional clinical trial may be necessary to generate sufficient evidence for
a regulatory decision.”
Other key areas the guidance touches
on include use of registries to collect
RWE, and standards the agency will use
to consider the quality of RWE and RWD
when making regulatory decisions. FDA
also provides several examples of where
RWD can be used to expand a product’s
indication; requirements for conducting
an acceptable post-market study to collect RWE; and conditional product approvals based on post-market data.
The guidance is open for public comment until Oct. 25 under docket No. FDA2016-D-2153.
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US FDA Recognizes 11 New Biocompatibility Standards
Vibha Sharma vibha.sharma@informa.com

U

S FDA has updated its list of recognized medical device
standards with 11 new entries relating to biocompatibility standards.
In addition, the agency has made changes to the list of standards
that it recognizes by withdrawing certain previously recognized
standards and replacing them with others, if applicable; correcting
errors it made while listing previously recognized standards; and
changing the supplementary information sheets of recognized standards that describe revisions to the applicability of the standards.
The 11 newly recognized standards are:
• F2382–04 (Reapproved 2010): Standard Test Method for
Assessment of Intravascular Medical Device Materials on Partial Thromboplastin Time (PTT);
• ANSI/AAMI/ISO 10993–4:2002/(R)2013 & A1:2006/(R)2013:
Biological Evaluation of Medical Devices—Part 4: Selection
of tests for interaction with blood [Including Amendment
1(2006)];
• ISO 10994–4 Second edition 2002–10–15 Amendment 1
2006–07–15: Biological Evaluation of Medical Devices—Part
4: Selection of tests for interaction with blood [Including
Amendment 1(2006)];
• ANSI/AAMI/ISO 10993–17:2002/(R)2012: Biological evaluation of medical devices—Part 17: Establishment of allowable limits for leachable substances;
• ISO 10993–17 First edition 2002–12– 01: Biological evalua-

tion of medical devices—Part 17: Establishment of allowable
limits for leachable substances;
• ANSI/AAMI BE 83: 2006/(R)2011: Biological evaluation of medical devices—Part 18: Chemical characterization of materials;
• ANSI/AAMI/ISO TIR 10993–20:200: Biological evaluation of
medical devices—Part 20: Principles and methods for immunotoxicology testing of medical devices;
• ISO/TS 10993–20 First edition 2006– 08–01: Biological
evaluation of medical devices—Part 20: Principles and methods for immunotoxicology testing of medical devices;
• ISO/TR 37137 First edition 2014–05–15: Cardiovascular
biological evaluation of medical devices—Guidance for absorbable implants;
• ANSI/AAMI/ISO TR 37137: 2014: Cardiovascular biological
evaluation of medical devices—Guidance for absorbable implants; and
• ISO/TR 10993–33:2015 First edition 2015–03–01: Biological evaluation of medical devices—Part 33: Guidance on tests
to evaluate genotoxicity.
The full details of the changes made to the list are available in
a Federal Register notice published July 26. FDA said it would incorporate these latest modifications to its searchable database
on recognized consensus standards.
Published online 07/27/2016
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Medtronic Quality Expert Urges Use Of Problem Statements
When Investigating Device Failures – Plus Other Advice
Shawn M. Schmitt shawn.schmitt@informa.com

D

evice manufacturers would be wise to develop problem
statements before initiating failure investigations that
could lead to corrective and preventive actions. That’s according to one quality expert who claims the statements ensure
that firms organize their thoughts, fix things right the first time
and aren’t barking up the wrong tree.
“The most fundamental part of a failure investigation – and
conducting a good one – is starting off with an accurate problem
statement. And sometimes it’s not an easy thing to come up with
a good statement,” said Karl Vahey, senior director of manufacturing quality for Europe and Asia for device-maker Medtronic.
Vahey urges firms to be careful: “If your problem statement is not
accurate and concise, then you’re going to end up solving a problem that might not have been there in the first place. That means
medtech.pharmamedtechbi.com

you’re not solving the issue that you really wanted to try and solve.”
A problem statement is a few succinct paragraphs that define
a particular issue. A good problem statement will answer these
questions:
• What is the product or process involved?
• Where was the issue discovered?
• When was the issue discovered?
• Who discovered it?
• Why is it a problem?
• How was the issue discovered?
“Those are the key components of a problem statement,”
Vahey said. “If your problem statement doesn’t address those
questions, then you’re probably going to go down a wrong avenue, waste a lot of time and resources, and then have to beAugust 8, 2016 | Medtech Insight | 21
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gin the investigation again to make sure you’re addressing the
problem you want to address.”
Vahey stressed that problem statements are necessary to complete a good investigation, pointing out that the statements
should clearly identify and describe the trouble that the company is attempting to solve.
The statements should also be highly detailed to help firms
eliminate guesswork, he said, pointing to pulse oximeter troubles
as an example.
“Let’s say there’s a complaint received indicating an issue with
pulse oximeters, and the problem statement related to that just
gives bare-bone facts. In that case, I’d rate the problem as low,” Vahey said. However, “if complaint trends indicate that there’s an issue with audio failures on pulse oximeters, then I’d likely increase
my score a bit and consider it to be more of a problem.
“But let’s take it further: If a problem statement noted, for example, ‘The complaint error from January 2005 to October 2006
demonstrates a trend in audio failures related to the main PCB
board, Part Number 56983, of the X2312 pulse oximeter,’ then I’m
likely to sit up and take notice,” Vahey added. “That kind of description also gives the investigating team more to work with as
they begin their look into the problem.”
Vahey offered this and other advice related to CAPA effectiveness checks at the Medical Device Quality Congress in Rockville,
Md. Below are questions asked by audience participants at the
meeting, along with Vahey’s responses, which were edited by
Medtech Insight for clarity.
How can a firm best train their employees to do a good job at
finding the root cause of problems? How can the company get
200 people to always do the root cause analysis?
You need to ask your employees, “When is the last time you
were trained in root cause tools? How familiar are you with
them?” Some companies have SMEs [subject matter experts]
that are champions at that level, and they could provide support and oversight. There should also be CAPA boards that
review the quality of the investigation.
Say, “John, I know you haven’t done a CAPA for two years
and you’ve left out X, Y and Z.” So John would need oversight,
support and some form of escalation as appropriate to ensure that retraining happens. Very often CAPAs are being performed by people that are not familiar with the CAPA process.
Have a formal approval process in place and a formal review
process in place. And, absolutely, make sure that person is
trained to do what they’re doing. And check when that training happened. If it happened two years ago, it’s not going to
be probably too fresh in that person’s memory.
Some manufacturers close CAPAs for effectiveness checks, and
then they’ll close the CAPAs a second time once final corrective
and preventive actions are determined. Does this approach
sound reasonable?
I’m not familiar with that approach. You have to find an effectiveness check and carry out that effectiveness check, no
22 | Medtech Insight | August 8, 2016

matter how much time it takes, and then you close the CAPA
once that is deemed effective, which should be verified by using metrics. Once you’ve demonstrated that over, say, three
months that there have been no further problems related to
that issue – whatever it may be – then you close the CAPA.
I’d like to add that if you do have an effectiveness check that
will take a long time to complete, then you should conduct
interim checks. You don’t want to wait until you get to the last
day of, say, a six-month effectiveness check, and then find out
that nonconforming product came back. It would be wise to
conduct interim checks monthly, or on whatever time schedule you deem to be best. These interim checks will help you
catch problems early on and make adjustments to corrective
and preventive actions. If you find that it’s not effective after
the first check, then that brings things right back to the drawing board five months earlier than if you waited until the end
of the six-month effectiveness check.
What’s the typical timeframe for conducting effectiveness
checks?
At Medtronic, I’m used to seeing effectiveness checks performed over two to three months, typically. They can take
longer dependent on the issue. If you’re going for a longer
effectiveness check, then you’d really want to have some
solid rationale for that. But most importantly, if for some reason it takes, say, a year to do the check, then you would definitely need to have interim effectiveness checks. So you’re
constantly checking throughout that period. “Yeah, it’s still
effective,” or “No, it’s not. And if it’s not effective, then you
need to go back, revisit the problem statement, look at my
root cause, and so on.
If you have a CAPA that only contains preventive actions, then
what would an effectiveness check look like for that?
Generally speaking, I’ve seen preventive actions without
effectiveness checks. But remember, anything that doesn’t
have an effectiveness check needs to justified. Also keep
in mind that if you’re going to do a preventive action, then
something must have changed as a result. That’s the only
way I know how to get at real preventive actions. Some
change has to take place. That change has to be implemented, and the change must modify the behavior of the quality
system or employees, or whatever.
What do you think of identifying how you will check effectiveness before determining the corrective action?
You do your investigation. You come up with your corrective action plan, and at that time you develop the effectiveness check
based on the action plan. So you need to know what the action
plan is and how you’re going to prove that those actions are
effective. So it’s not advisable to decide on your effectiveness
checks before determining what the corrective action will be.
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